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Abstract— Unraveling transcriptional regulatory networks
is essential for understanding and predicting cellular responses in different developmental and environmental contexts. Information-theoretic methods of network inference
have been shown to produce high-quality reconstructions
because of their ability to infer both linear and non-linear
dependencies between regulators and targets. In this paper,
we introduce MRNETB an improved version of the previous
information-theoretic algorithm, MRNET, which has competitive performance with state-of-the-art algorithms.
MRNET infers a network by using a forward selection
strategy to identify a maximally-independent set of neighbors for every variable. However, a known limitation of
algorithms based on forward selection is that the quality
of the selected subset strongly depends on the first variable
selected. In this paper, we present MRNETB, an improved
version of MRNET that overcomes this limitation by using
a backward selection strategy followed by a sequential
replacement. Our new variable selection procedure can
be implemented with the same computational cost as the
forward selection strategy.
MRNETB was benchmarked against MRNET and two
other information-theoretic algorithms, CLR and ARACNE.
Our benchmark comprised 15 datasets generated from two
regulatory network simulators, 10 of which are from the
DREAM4 challenge, which was recently used to compare
over 30 network inference methods. To assess stability of our
results, each method was implemented with two estimators
of mutual information. Our results show that MRNETB has
significantly better performance than MRNET, irrespective
of the mutual information estimation method. MRNETB also
performs comparably to CLR and significantly better than
ARACNE indicating that our new variable selection strategy
can successfully infer high-quality networks.
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1. Introduction
Transcriptional regulatory networks are networks of transcription factor (TF) proteins and their target genes, where
each edge represents the regulatory activity of each TF on a

target gene. These networks summarize the underlying regulatory circuitry by which precise, condition-specific patterns
of gene expression are generated under different cellular
contexts. Understanding these networks can not only provide
insights into how cells function, but can lead to effective drug
delivery for treating human diseases by specific networkinformed intervention.
Network inference methods (also called reverse engineering methods) attempt to reconstruct the transcriptional
network of a cell from gene expression data [1]. However,
this is a challenging task because of the large amount of
experimental and biological noise in expression data, and
because of the high dimensionality and combinatorial nature
of the problem [25]. Notwithstanding, the bioinformatics
community has developed several successful network inference techniques in the last decade [8]. In particular,
information-theoretic methods for network inference have
been shown to scale to datasets with several thousand genes
and a limited amount of samples [7], [13], [15].
In this paper, we present MRNET Backward (MRNETB),
an improved version of the previous network inference
method called MRNET (Minimum Redundancy NETwork)
[15]. MRNET infers a network of interactions between TFs
and target genes by using a forward selection strategy to
identify a maximally independent set of neighbors for every
variable. However, methods based on forward selection,
including MRNET, rely on the correct choice of the first
neighbor and suffer in performance if the first neighbor
is chosen incorrectly. MRNETB overcomes this limitation
by implementing a combination of a backward elimination
and a sequential replacement procedure. Importantly, we
implement our new neighbor selection procedure at the same
computational cost as forward selection.
Our proposed technique is benchmarked against MRNET
and two other state-of-the-art information-theoretic algorithms, namely CLR (Context Likelihood of Relatedness)
[7] and ARACNE (Algorithm for the Reconstruction of
Accurate Cellular Networks) [13]. Our benchmark comprised fifteen datasets generated from two regulatory network simulators. Ten out of the fifteen datasets come from
the DREAM4 challenge, a competition devoted to compare
the performance of network inference methods [11]. To
assess stability of our results, each method was implemented

with two different estimators of mutual information. Our
results show that irrespective of the mutual information
estimation used, MRNETB performs better than MRNET
and ARACNE and performs comparably against CLR. Our
new strategy thus successfully infers high-quality networks,
without incurring additional computational costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides background on information-theoretic methods of
network inference and the two network inference methods,
CLR and ARACNE. Section 3 describes MRNET and our
new approach, MRNETB. Section 4 describes the experimental framework and results and the conclusions are
summarized in Section 5.

2. Mutual Information Network Inference
Mutual information network inference methods comprise
a subcategory of network inference methods, which infer
regulatory interactions between genes based on pairwise
mutual information [15]. As a first step, these methods
require the computation of the mutual information matrix
(MIM), a square matrix whose mimij element is given by
the mutual information between Xi and Xj :
mimij = I(Xi ; Xj )

(1)

where Xi and Xj are random variables denoting the expression levels of genes i and j, respectively.
The main advantages of mutual information networks for
inference of transcriptional regulatory networks are:
• The computational complexity is affordable. This re
sults from the fact that only n2 calls of mutual information, based on bivariate probability distributions, are
required to compute the MIM [13].
• The number of required samples is rather low, since
only bivariate distribution are to be estimated [17].
In the following, we first review two state-of-the-art
network inference methods based on pairwise mutual information. We proceed by describing two commonly used
mutual information estimators.

2.1 Mutual Information Estimation
Two popular ways of computing mutual information are:
(1) discretizing variables with an equal frequency binning (so
that marginal distributions are uniform), and (2) assuming
normally distributed variables. We will now describe these
two procedures.
2.1.1 Uniformly distributed discrete variables and empirical estimation
If Xi is a continuous random variable taking values
between a and b, the interval [a, b] can be discretized by
partitioning it into |Xi | subintervals, called bins, where the
symbol Xi denotes the bin vector. We use #(xik ) to denote

the number of dataPpoints in the kth bin of variable Xi ,
the symbol m =
k #(xik ) to denote the total number
#(x )
of samples and the symbol p̂(xik ) = mik to denote the
empirical probability.
One possible binning strategy is to divide the interval
[a, b] of Xi such that each subinterval contains the same
number of data points. It follows that subinterval sizes are
typically different. This binning strategy is often referred as
equal frequency binning. The number of subintervals should
be chosen so that all bins contain
√ a significant number of
samples. Here, we set |Xi | = m, which is a common
choice [28]. The entropy of Xi is H(Xi ) = log |Xi |, since
its distribution is uniform across the bins. As a result, the
“empirical” or “plug-in” estimation of the mutual information becomes
+

P

xik

I(X
Pi ; Xj ) = log(|Xi ||Xj |)
∈Xi
xj ∈Xj p̂(xik , xjl ) log p̂(xik , xjl )

(2)

l

It should be noted that this entropy estimation tends to
underestimate the true value of entropy, i.e.
E[H(p)] ≤ H(E[p]) [18].
2.1.2 Normally distributed continuous variables
Let X be a multivariate Gaussian random variable with
mean µ and covariance C. The probability density function
of X is
T
−1
1
1
f (X) = p
exp(− 2 (x−µ) C (x−µ)) . (3)
n
(2π) |C|
The mutual information between two Gaussian random
variables, Xi and Xj , is then given by


1
σii σjj
I(Xi , Xj ) =
log
(4)
2
|C|
1
= − log(1 − ρ2 ).
(5)
2
where |C| is the determinant of the covariance matrix and
ρ is the Pearson’s correlation [9].
The Spearman rank correlation was shown to have better
empirical performance for network inference than Pearson’s
correlation [17].

2.2 Context Likelihood of Relatedness (CLR)
The CLR algorithm [7] is an extension of the relevance
network approach [4]. The latter approach has been introduced for gene clustering and successfully applied to
infer relationships between RNA expression and chemotherapeutic susceptibility [3]. The relevance networks approach
consists of inferring a network in which a pair of genes
{Xi , Xj } are linked by an edge if the mutual information
I(Xi ; Xj ) is larger than a given threshold θ. The complexity
of the method is O(n2 ) since all pairwise interactions are
considered.

The CLR algorithm derives a score from the empirical
distribution of the mutual information for each pair of
genes. In particular, instead of considering the information
I(Xi ; X
qj ) between genes Xi and Xj , it estimates a score
wij = zi2 + zj2 , where


I(Xi ; Xj ) − µi
zi = max 0,
σi

(6)

The parameters µi and σi are the mean and the standard
deviation of the empirical distribution of the mutual information values I(Xi , Xk ) of Xi with all other variables Xk
(k = 1, . . . , n). The CLR algorithm has a complexity in
O(n2 ). It was successfully applied to decipher the E. coli
transcriptional regulatory network [7].

2.3 Algorithm for Reconstruction of Accurate
Cellular Networks (ARACNE)
ARACNE [13] is based on the Data Processing Inequality,
which states that, if gene Xi interacts with gene Xj through
gene Xk , then
I(Xi ; Xj ) ≤ min (I(Xi ; Xk ), I(Xj ; Xk ))
ARACNE first assigns to each pair of nodes a weight
equal to their mutual information. Then, all edges for which
I(Xi ; Xj ) < θ are removed, where θ is a given threshold.
Eventually, the weakest edge of each triplet is interpreted as
an indirect interaction and is removed.
An extension of ARACNE removes the weakest edge only
if the difference between the two lowest weights lies above
a threshold η. Hence, η allows the number of pruned edges
to be tunable.
If the network is a tree including only pairwise interactions, the method guarantees the reconstruction of the
original network, once it is provided with the exact MIM
[13]. ARACNE’s complexity is O(n3 ) since the algorithm
considers all triplets of genes. ARACNE successfully recovered components of transcriptional regulatory networks
in mammalian cells and was shown to have favorable
performance compared to Bayesian networks and relevance
networks [13].

3. Minimum Redundancy Networks
MRNET infers a network by using a variable selection
procedure called Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (MRMR) for every random variable Xj ∈ X, [23],
[19]. Assume Xj is the variable for which we need to select
the predictor variables. The MRMR methods ranks a set
XSj ⊆ {X \ Xj } of the predictor variables according to the
difference between the mutual information of Xi ∈ XSj with
Xj (the relevance) and the average mutual information with
the selected variables in XSj (the redundancy). The rationale
is that direct interactions should be ranked before indirect

interactions (i.e. the ones with redundant information with
the direct ones) by the method.
The MRMR method has been introduced together with
a forward selection that starts by selecting the variable Xk
that has the highest mutual information with the target Xj .
The second selected variable Xi will be the one having
a high information I(Xi ; Xj ) with the target and at the
same time a low information I(Xi ; Xk ) with the previously
selected variable. In the following steps, given a set XSj of
selected variables, XSj is updated by choosing the variable,
XiM RM R , that maximizes the MRMR score si :
XiM RM R = arg maxXi ∈X−(i,j) (si )
P
si = I(Xi ; Xj ) − |S1j | k∈Sj I(Xi ; Xk )

(7)

At each step of the algorithm, the selected variable thus
represents a trade-off between relevance and redundancy.
The generic principle of MRNET consists of identifying
a subset XSj (for each variable Xj , j = 1, 2.., n) whose
variables have maximal pairwise relevance with Xj and, at
the same time, maximal pairwise independence among them.
More formally,
XSj = arg maxXSj ∈X−j (u − r)
P
u = |S1j | i∈Sj I(Xi ; Xj )
P
r = |Sj |(|S2j |−1) i,k>i∈Sj I(Xi ; Xk )

(8)

The network inference approach MRNET consists of
repeating this selection procedure for each target gene Xj ∈
X. For each pair {Xi , Xj }, MRNET returns two (not necessarily equal) scores si and sj according to (7). The score
of the pair {Xi , Xj } is defined as the maximum between
si and sj . A specific network can then be inferred by only
keeping edges whose score lies above a given threshold θ
(as in CLR). Thus, the algorithm infers an edge between
Xi and Xj either when Xi is a well-ranked predictor of
Xj (si > θ), or when Xj is a well-ranked predictor of Xi
(sj > θ). In practice, the selection
Pof variables stops when
the average redundancy term |S1j | k∈Sj I(Xi ; Xk ) exceeds
the relevance term I(Xi ; Xj ).
MRNET has complexity of O(n3 ) since each variable
selection is O(n2 ). MRNET was shown to have similar
or better performance than alternative information-theoretic
network inference methods [15], [10], [21], [17].

3.1 MRNET Backward (MRNETB)
In this section, we introduce MRNETB, an improved
version of MRNET. This new algorithm overcomes a major
limitation of MRNET coming from the use of forward
selection as the subset search strategy. A known limitation of
algorithms based on forward selection, including MRNET,
is that the quality of the selected subset strongly depends on
the first variable selected. If the first selected variable, i.e. the
variable with the highest mutual information with the target
variable Xj , is not a true neighbor of Xj , then minimizing

redundancy (or equivalently maximizing independency) with
that wrongly selected variable is not desirable.
The optimisation problem of MRNET (8) is a binary
quadratic optimization problem. Backward elimination combined with a sequential search is known to perform well
on binary quadratic problems [2]. The backward elimination
method starts with a set containing all the variables and then
selects the variable Xi whose removal induces the highest
increase of the objective function tillP
the stopping criterion is
fulfilled (i.e. a relevance term |S1j | i∈Sj I(Xi ; Xj ) higher
P
than redundancy term |Sj |(|S2j |−1) i,k>i∈Sj I(Xi ; Xk )).
The procedure is enhanced by an iterative sequential replacement which, at each step, swaps the status of a selected and
a non selected variable such that the largest increase in the
objective function is achieved. The sequential replacement
is stopped when no further improvement is met.
Forward selection, backward elimination, and sequential
replacement all have an algorithmic complexity of O(n2 )
[14]. In other words, the network built using a backward
elimination followed by sequential replacement has the same
asymptotic computational cost as the one based on a forward
selection strategy. Backward elimination has been previously
shown to outperform forward selection in variable selection
[6]. In the next section, we show that the backward selection
strategy also improves the performance in network inference
using mutual information.
We have made MRNETB available in the latest version
(2.5) of our bioconductor open-source package called minet
[16].

4. Experiments
We compare the performance of our new approach MRNETB with the three existing network inference methods
described above (ARACNE, CLR and MRNET) using a
framework based on artificial (simulated) regulatory networks (Fig 1). In simulation, the ground truth is known and
inferred networks can be systematically evaluated (which is
typically not possible in vivo) [11].
The framework is composed of the following four steps:
1) Produce artificial gene expression data from networks
of known structure
2) Compute the MIM using two different mutual information estimators for each produced dataset, namely
the empirical and the Spearman based estimator.
3) Infer the network from each computed MIM
4) Assess the quality of the inferred networks using the
area under the precision-recall (PR) curve.

4.1 Metrics
The area under the PR curve (AUPRC) is a standard metric used in the network inference community [20]. The PR
curve plots precision (pre) against recall (rec) for different
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Fig. 1: Experimental framework used to assess network
reconstruction quality

values of a threshold determining which pairs qualify as a
predicted edge [22]. Precision, pre, is given by
tp
pre =
(9)
tp + f p
Precision measures the fraction of real edges (tp) among the
ones classified as positive (tp + f p). Recall, rec, also called
true positive rate (tpr), is given by
tp
rec = tpr =
(10)
tp + f n
It denotes the fraction of real edges that are correctly
inferred.
In a network inference setting, the PR curve illustrates
the trade-off between eliminating many low confidence
edges by using a high threshold (low recall, high precision)
versus keeping many arcs (high recall) with doubt on their
significance (low precision). These quantities depend on
the threshold chosen. A good network inference method
maximizes both precision and recall.

4.2 Datasets
We compared the different network inference methods on
fifteen datasets (Table 1). These datasets come from two different generators, namely Syntren [27] and GeneNetWeaver
(GNW) [12], [11]. Ten out of these fifteen datasets are
from the DREAM4 challenge, which was recently used to
compare over 30 network inference methods. Briefly, five
of the DREAM4 datasets are from the so-called multifactorial challenge. These five datasets have been obtained by
applying multifactorial perturbations to the original network.
The other five datasets contain time courses capturing the response of the network to a perturbation, followed by gradual
return to steady state upon removal of the perturbation. For
a detailed description of these datasets, refer to the DREAM
project website (http://wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/dream/).

4.3 Results
We compared MRNETB against three state-of-the-art information theoretic methods for network inference (Tables 2
and 3) using the area under the PR curve (AUPRC) on
the benchmark datasets, as described in the previous section. MRNETB has significantly higher AUPRC than both

Dataset
syntren1
syntren2
syntren3
syntren4
syntren5
multifact1
multifact2
multifact3
multifact4
multifact5
dream1
dream2
dream3
dream4
dream5

Source
Syntren - E.Coli
Syntren - E.Coli
Syntren - E.Coli
Syntren - E.Coli
Syntren - E.Coli
Dream4-Multifact1
Dream4-Multifact2
Dream4-Multifact3
Dream4-Multifact4
Dream4-Multifact5
Dream4-TS1
Dream4-TS2
Dream4-TS3
Dream4-TS4
Dream4-TS5

Variables
300
300
300
300
300
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Samples
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
210
210
210
210
210

Table 1: Benchmark Datasets

CLR
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.23
0.18
0.16
0.11
0.11
0.18
0.14
0.13
0.138

ARACNE
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.12
0.11
0.19
0.14
0.15
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.082

MRNET
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.21
0.14
0.16
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.11

CLR
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.22
0.21
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.09
0.10
0.18
0.12
0.14
0.181

ARACNE
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.18
0.16
0.35
0.29
0.32
0.05
0.08
0.11
0.07
0.11
0.126

MRNET
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.21
0.22
0.38
0.34
0.36
0.08
0.11
0.18
0.11
0.17
0.177

MRNETB
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.21
0.24
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.09
0.12
0.21
0.12
0.15
0.178

Table 3: AUPRC Scores for the Squared Spearman Rho
Correlation. Best scores are in bold.

MRNET and ARACNE (p-values were computed using a
paired Wilcoxon test on the AUPRC, see Table 4), suggesting that MRNETB outperforms these methods. MRNETB
outperforms CLR on the DREAM time series datasets, and
is outperformed by CLR on the Syntren datasets, suggesting
that MRNETB and CLR have at par performance. Note that
the results for ARACNE are over-pessimistic because the
method typically produces networks with high precision and
low recall. As a result, for lower thresholds the area under
ARACNE’s PR-curve is much smaller than for the other
methods.
The results are similar for both estimators of mutual
information (i.e. empirical and Spearman based estimation). However, network inference based on Spearman’s
correlation has higher performance than inference based on
empirical estimation of mutual information.
It is worth noting that MRNETB and CLR would have
ranked third and fourth in the multifactorial DREAM4
challenge.

syntren1
syntren2
syntren3
syntren4
syntren5
multifact1
multifact2
multifact3
multifact4
multifact5
dream1
dream2
dream3
dream4
dream5
avg

syntren1
syntren2
syntren3
syntren4
syntren5
multifact1
multifact2
multifact3
multifact4
multifact5
dream1
dream2
dream3
dream4
dream5
avg

MRNETB
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.13
0.23
0.18
0.17
0.10
0.11
0.18
0.13
0.14
0.133

Table 2: AUPRC Scores for the Empirical Estimation of
Mutual Information. Best scores are in bold.

MRNETB Losses/Ties/Wins
Total
P-val MRNETB vs
Total

CLR
16/6/8
CLR
0.11

ARACNE
2/0/28
ARACNE
5e-6

MRNET
4/0/26
MRNET
0.01

Table 4: Losses/ties/wins of MRNETB vs each method and
p-values obtained with a paired Wilcoxon test.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduces MRNETB, a new informationtheoretic method for inferring gene regulatory networks
using gene expression data. Similar to other state-of-the-art
information-theoretic methods, MRNETB relies on pairwise
mutual information. As a result, this method can tackle
datasets with large number of variables and low number
of samples. An appealing aspect of the new method is the
use of a better and more robust search for identifying a
maximally informative subset of variables than a classic forward selection, without incurring additional computational
cost. We compared MRNETB against three other approaches
on fifteen datasets and the experimental results show that
the proposed technique is competitive. Further research will
focus on using MRNETB within an integrative framework
to assess the relative information contribution of different
data sources for improving network reconstruction.
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